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Bruins maul AACS 63-39
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Members of the Boys Varsity Basketball team celebrate the championship February 17 at Villa Julie. Captain D. Clark ’06 raises the winning plaque in triumph. (From left to right) Assistant Coach W. Wharton ’91, E. Baylin ’06, J. Weiss ’07, I. Long ’06, D. Clark ’06, B. Mendelson ’06, J. Wiggins ’06, Z. White
’06, J. Gill ’06, and T. Weinberg ’06. Not pictured: A. Brooks ’06, B. Weinstein ’06, T. Boone ’07 and Coach Josh Wolf.

Boys finish 22-4 season with decisive championship win
by Hank Nathan ’06
On February 17, the Bruins trounced Annapolis Area
Christian School 63-39 to win
MIAA’s C Conference basketball championship. Park’s
phenomenal season culminated in the championship they
had barely missed last winter.
This year’s team started
five seniors who had been
playing together since sixth
grade. After last year’s narrow loss to Mt. Carmel (this
year’s B Conference champion), the Bruins were determined to win the championship.
The seniors are no strangers
to winning. In fact, they had already won Fresh-Soph and JV
championships. Although the
Bruins compiled a tremendous
23-4 record overall and 13-1 in
conference, they also experienced a great deal of difficulty.

“From the injuries to the unexpected events that affected the
team, we persevered through a lot
of adversity this year,” said CoCaptain, Dia Clark ’06, “People
might not see that based on our
record, but being in first place
for the entire season meant that
we got every team’s best shot.”
Lead up to the playoffs
On January 31, Park faced
off against second place Glenelg
in a game to remember. The
Bruins were up nearly the entire game until the final minute
when Glenelg hit an easy lay-up
to knot the game at 55. Sophomore Evan Williams of Glenelg,
who amassed a staggering 34
points in the game, was given
the ball with 10 seconds left on
the clock. With roughly six seconds remaining, Williams drove
to the basket, only to lose control of the ball, which wound

up in Clark’s hands. Clark, the
catalyst of the Bruin team, distributed the ball to another CoCaptain, Jake Wiggins ‘06, who
managed to pass the ball to a
wide open Zac White ’06 who
hit a jaw-dropping shot from
mid-court to win the game, 5855. White had a team high 20
points and was complemented
by Wiggins who added 12.
In one of the few blemishes
of the season, Park lost its first
C Conference game February
3 at Annapolis Area Christian
School, 41-42. Down for a majority of the game, the Bruins
played hard and kept the score
close. After battling back to tie
the game at 41, AACS drew
a foul on the ensuing possession with .8 of a second remaining. The Eagles sank one
of two free throws and won.
White contributed a game
high of 17 points in the loss.

On February 6, despite a
close first half, Park finished
up strong against Beth T’filoh,
winning 67-52, clinching first
place for the playoffs, and securing a first-round bye and
home court in the semi-finals.
Park sped past Key School
February 7, winning 70-56.
Alex Brooks, with 19 points
and 19 boards, surpassed the
school record for rebounds
in a game. He was aided by
White, who contributed 15
points and six blocked shots.
Although the score of Park’s
last game was somewhat close,
the focus was on the seniors’
last regular season game. On
February 10, in the annual program and senior night, the Bruins defeated Lutheran, 42-33.
The game, which was dedicated
to the memory of Nick Watson ’03, honored the seniors
for their tremendous passion

and commitment. Some of the
seniors who don’t usually start
but play a pivotal role in the
team’s success, were given the
opportunity to begin the game.
With a 13-1 C Conference record during the regular season,
Park earned a first round bye. At
home, in the semi-finals, Park
faced a relentless Saints Peter &
Paul team which had defeated
Beth T’filoh on the previous day
to get to play the highly touted
and favored Bruins. Although
Park was ahead by 18 points
early in the game, the lead
dwindled after Brooks injured
his In fact, the score was tied
at one point in the final quarter.
White carried the team on his
shoulders and shattered all hopes
for the Sabres; he added a staggering 25 points and 15 rebounds
which paved the way for victory. Moreover, what had been the
See CHAMPIONSHIP p. 12
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Kyle Tarver ’06 to
attend West Point
Becomes just fifth student in past
50 years to choose Academy
by Everett Rosenfeld ’09
A well-known senior is boldly
going where few Park graduates
have gone before. Kyle Tarver
’06, Student Council president
and two-sport athlete, already
knows what he is going to be doing for the next nine years: he will
attend West Point Military Academy, and then serve in the Army.
Tarver is only the fifth Park
student in the past 40 years to
join the military. The other four
are Michael Abrams ’65, Bob
Raffel ’65, Brendan D’Anna
’93, and Jessica Schiavone ’95.
(See “Why We Don’t Line up to
Fight,” Postscript, December 16,
2006.) Tarver wasn’t surprised
that Park’s enlistment rate is

he’ll represent Park well,” said
Upper School Principal Mike
McGill. McGill also understands
the reason for our low enlistment rate. “There is a strong
argument to be made that these
most recent wars [Vietnam,
Gulf War, and Iraq] have been
misguided and unnecessary at
best, and possibly immoral and
(at times) illegal,” said McGill.
Tarver was not forthcoming
about his opinion on the war.
“To me it’s not about the fighting itself, the fact is that we
are there,” he said. “And when
we are in a democracy like we
have, then we have to listen to
the people we have elected.”
Tarver may already have
the military answer down, but

‘To me it’s not about the fighting itself, the
fact is that we are there.’
so low, but belonging to such
a small group “is pretty cool.”
Although he is a very
qualified student, Tarver only
considered two schools, The
US Naval Academy and West
Point. Tarver has always aspired to be in the armed forces.
“Originally I wanted to be a
pilot, but I really just wanted
to do any kind of ranger-elite
army kind of thing.” He says the
reason that he chose West Point
over Annapolis is simple: “I really don’t like water that much.”
Although this is an unusual
choice for a Park student, all of
his friends are very encouraging.
“They are basically supportive, once we got past whether
or not I agree with the war [in
Iraq],” he said. “I’m proud of
Kyle’s desire to serve and think

he will still have plenty to get
used to at West Point. For starters, only fifteen percent of the
student body is female. In contrast to Park’s six required gym
credits, cadets need to participate in a physical activity every
semester. The biggest difference,
though, is how strict the school
will be. Tarver spent a week
there last summer and said it
was pretty frightening, but he
thinks he’ll be able to survive.
Tarver stresses that he is
not an ultra-conservative just
because he is going to West
Point. “There aren’t as many
liberals as at Park,” he said, “but
it is a pretty diverse community.” He also stresses that West
Point is not a political entity; it
just does whatever the current
administration tells it to do.
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Seventeen students and two teachers attended the Ivy League Model United Nations Conference hosted by the Univ. of Pennsylvania. Each student represented either Poland or Belize.

Students confront global issues at
Model UN Conference in Philadelphia
by Eva Zenilman ’09
On January 26, 17 Park students left after first period to
take part in the Ivy League
Model United Nations Conference hosted by The
University of Pennsylvania.
To prepare for the conference,
students reviewed background
guides on real international
issues for their assigned committees. They had to research their
country and its position on many
different issues, and then write a
position paper. Each student represented either Poland or Belize.
A few hours after arriving
in Philadelphia, the students
attended their first committee
session, which was run by Penn
students. The five main committees in the conference were
Disarmament and International
Security, Legal, Social Hu-

Habitat activity to travel to Alabama
for Spring Break build, Katrina relief
by Tony DeMarco ’08
This year Habitat heads to
Alabama for its annual Spring
Break trip. The group will leave
in minibuses March 11 and
return March 19. While in Alabama, it will spend four days
working on a house, and one day
on Katrina relief. The trip costs
about $325, but students can apply for financial aid if needed.
The group going includes
Upper School science teacher
Julie Rogers, Allison Burris ’07,
David ’09 and Michael Roswell
’07, Jeremy Scharf ’07, Oliver
Weinberg ’07, Bonnie Kenney
’06, Brad Mendelson ’06, Jen-

nifer Webber ’07, Guillermo
Cunningham ’07, and Mara
James ’07. They will travel with
students from Friends School,
and Peddie School of New Jersey. “I am definitely looking
forward to building from the
ground up since it will be a
new experience,” said Scharf.
This is Park’s seventh spring
break Habitat trip. Previous
destinations have included West
Virginia, North Carolina, and
Georgia. Rogers had accompanied Habitat trips for five
years before she came to Park.
“Every year is my best experience at Park,” she said.
“The students put in a lot of

effort but what they gain far
surpasses what they put in.”
Scharf went on the trip last
year. His favorite part was Habitat Recycle, which is when a
“family donates a huge house
and we take it apart, and sell the
parts.” He recommends this trip
because “people can see what
it’s like building and helping
others in a different city. Also it
is a great way to bond with kids
in Habitat, from Park and other
schools.” Unfortunately, Weinberg, Scharf, and Cunningham
will have to fly out on the night
of March 15 to get back in time
for lacrosse. They will most likely miss the Katrina Relief effort.

manitarian and Cultural, Special
Political and Decolonization,
and Economic and Financial.
Eric Gottlieb ’06, senior head
of the Model UN group, was
assigned to the Economical and
Financial committee, which
focused mainly on the issue
of external debt among poorer
countries. Many poor countries
owe enormous amounts of
money to wealthy countries,
and the committee wanted to
find ways to reduce the debts.
Gottlieb’s committee confronted the issue by passing two
resolutions. By participating
in the committee, he realized
that “having over 100 people
in the committee, it is hard
to agree and create satisfac-

tory resolutions. That is
partly why the United Nations
has been relatively unsuccessful.”
While Gottlieb was resolving
debt issues, Carrie Young ’07
was resolving human trafficking and child labor issues in
Belize in the Social Humanitarian and Cultural committee.
She worked hard, and had read
beforehand the part of Belize’s
Constitution on human rights,
and also a U.S. report on human trafficking worldwide.
The hard work paid off, for
Young was pleased with the
outcome of the conference.
“It was a great way to practice public speaking and learn
about international relations,
while also having fun,” she said.

13 qualify for math exam
by Scott Shuldiner ‘09
When it comes to math, Park
students have made a habit of
exceeding expectations, but
this year, they have taken it to
the next level. Each year, those
interested take the standard
American Mathematics Contest
(AMC 12) exam along with
over 100,000 other AP Calculus
students across the country.
AMC 12 is a 25-question
exam sponsored by the United
States of America Math Olympiad (USAMO) to identify and
encourage the most skilled and
creative mathematicians of this
generation. The USAMO is
part of a worldwide system of
national mathematics competitions held in over 80 countries.
To qualify for the next round,
the American Invitational Math-

ematics Examination (AIME),
participants must achieve a score
of at least 100 out of 150 points.
In past years, the school has
turned out a respectable three or
four students who qualified for
the AIME. This year, a remarkable 13 out of 33 made the cut,
which means that of those who
took the test, 39 percent qualified, compared to the national
average of 5-10 percent. Six other students came within just three
points of the 100 point cut-off.
Math teacher Rina Foygel
will be helping the 13 students as
they train for the AIME. Foygel
took the exams herself when she
was in high school, and even
qualified past the AIME level.
For the March 7 AIME
exam, 10,000 students will
attempt to solve 15 questions over three hours.
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Activist group
reacts to City
school closings
Algebra Project plans walkout for March 1
by Jeremy Golden ’08
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Artist Peggy Diggs was the 2006 Resident Artist. The Williams College professor stressed
the idea that “everything is an obligation and everything is an opportunity.”

Resident Artist Peggy Diggs
shares work with students
by Anders Hulleberg ’07
In introducing this year’s
Upper School Resident Artist
Wednesday, February 22, Director of Art on Purpose Peter
Bruun, offered some serious
food for thought. “Such an
outlook is all too common in
the art world—an outlook that
places secondary emphasis on
purpose and primary emphasis
on what could be called purely
artistic considerations,” said
Bruun. Peggy Diggs does not
ascribe to that theory,” Bruun
continued in his introduction of
Diggs, “In fact, when we were
discussing what she might talk
about today, she said something
like, ‘I don’t have much interest
in that art talk stuff—it’s the
social stuff that matters to me.’”
When Resident Artist Peggy
Diggs took the stage, she proved
Bruun’s assessment to be spot on.
In the assembly, Diggs
showed slides of some of her
most recent projects. All of
the projects had sociopolitical
themes, and nearly all of them
were created in collaboration
with groups of people that had
a common interest in mind. In
one of her projects, she worked
with a group of Pittsfield, Pa.
high school students in creating
junk mail to send to Pittsfield
residents. The junk mail’s pur-

pose was to create awareness
amongst the town of how little
opportunity there was for the
students once they graduated
from high school. On another
project, she worked with a group
of formally homeless women to create flags emblazoned
with their own slogans regarding poverty and homelessness.
After the assembly, the Williams College faculty member
and professional artist met with
classes from all three divisions of the school, had lunch
with a group of students, and
stayed after school to attend
the opening reception of What
Objects Want, the most recent
Art on Purpose exhibition, located in the Davison Lobby.
Though Diggs’ residency

ended at the end of the day, a
piece of hers is featured in the
show. Entitled Recollection, it
is stationed in the Richman Gallery. It consists of two tables,
both completely filled with glass
jars, all of which contain findings
from Diggs’ home. Every jar is
labeled with its contents. The
piece is interactive; viewers are
encouraged to organize the jars
in any manner they may see fit.
Diggs claimed to find her
inspiration in whatever comes
her way. Recollection was created when she went home to see
her dying father. As she put it,
“everything is an obligation and
everything is an opportunity.”
Art on Purpose is the organization responsible for the
exhibits in the Davison Lobby.

photo by R. Kutler ’06

Peggy Diggs’ interactive piece Recollection invites visitors to
organize two tables of assorted jars however they like.

When someone thinks about
different types of schools, three
usually come to mind: an elementary school for K-5 students;
a middle school, which goes
from sixth to eighth grade; and
a high school, which prepares
ninth to twelfth graders for their
futures. The Baltimore City
Board of Education, however,
has decided to change that standard structure by closing eight
of the 21 conventional middle
schools in Baltimore City, while
creating 13 new K-8 schools.
There are many different reasons that the city has decided to
go through with this new endeavor. As reported by Sara Neufeld
February 16 in The Baltimore
Sun, there are too many schools
for too few kids. To counter this
problem, the City school board
plans to reduce its operating
space by 2.7 million square
feet in the next three years. By
taking away this space, the it
hopes to operate more efficiently
within the existing schools.
In a few cases, schools were
marked for bulldozing because
of their high violence rates. For
example, Neufeld reported along
with Doug Donovan December
8, 2005 in The Baltimore Sun
that the Maryland Board of Education deemed Highlandtown,
Lombard, and Canton middle
schools as “persistently dangerous.” One school, Thurgood
Marshall High, was the site of
a shooting last year. One idea
that the board came up with
was to convert the high school
building into another building
for the original middle school
(which sits on the same campus)
in order to create a K-8 school.
According to the article, various
teachers endorse this idea because they believe K-8 schools
“provide a more nurturing and
personalized environment than
middle schools, leading to fewer
disciplinary problems and better academic performance.”
The biggest reason for the
decision is the difference in
standardized test scores between
11-13 year-olds in K-8 schools
and middle schools. For example, Neufeld reported studies
that in Baltimore City, 39 percent of sixth to eighth graders
in K-8 schools passed the county’s standardized test in math,
whereas only 16 percent passed
in traditional middle schools.

Similarly, 60 percent of the sixth
to eighth graders in K-8 schools
passed the state standardized
reading test, while only 35 percent passed in the regular middle
schools. Although these results
look drastically different, there
are still high failure rates in both
schools. For example, almost a
third of the K-8 schools run by
the school system had a failure
rate of 90 percent or higher on
at least one or more of the tests.
Although Baltimore City
is going to create new K-8
schools at the cost of middle
schools, another problem persists. It plans to destroy 16
public schools over the next
three years, almost 15 percent
of all the schools in the city.
In reaction to the proposed
closings, The Baltimore Algebra
Project, a tutoring and advocacy
group for Baltimore City schools
will lead a strike. The group
along with its supporters plans to
march to the inner harbor March
1 to demand the $800 million
that Dr. Nancy Grasmick, head
of the state Board of Education,
owes Baltimore City public
schools. The Algebra Project
reports that Grasmick, along
with the Board of Education said
they would only pay $18 million
dollars, and only if Baltimore
City closes schools.
Here at Park, a number of
students are going to assist public school students in the march.
“The reason that we are doing
this is to show private school
support,” said Jilly Krupp ’07,
an Algebra Project supporter.
“We feel that our job is trying to bring the public school
student’s voice to [Park].” Also,
by combining forces with the
public school students, there
could be a bigger chance for
success. “If they [the public
school students] have greater
support from outside of public
schools, it’ll give them more
strength and power in asking
for what they want and getting
it,” said Calla Jamison ’07, another Algebra Project advocate.
Even though Park students
are not directly affected by the
march, members of the Algebra
Project hope that it will force
the Maryland Board of Education to give the $800 million
to the people that need it. “Just
because we’re getting a good
education doesn’t mean that
we’re ok with other students
not getting one,” said Jamison.
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Editorial
Government should
focus on student life
In each of the past three years, the Student Council has welcomed us back
to school in September with a hyped-up proposal for an ambitious project to
occupy its efforts for the year. Two years ago it was the Community Board,
last year it was Gender Week, and this year it was a school spirit campaign
known as “Operation 66.” Of these projects, two failed, and while the third,
Gender Week, went ahead and ran smoothly, it left the student body divided
over its inherent value. But regardless, once each of the initiatives had either
succeeded or failed, the Government was silent for the remainder of the year.
Considering the overarching tone of failure that has plagued the Senate and Student Council in recent years, it is unclear that we are making
the best use of this organization. A group of skilled representatives
dedicated to their classmates, our government is a valuable asset, but its
efforts have been squandered by focused projects of questionable potencartoon by Charlie Hankin ’06
tial. This model of governing needs to be reformed in the coming years.
The government should instead apply itself to enhancing student life in Letters to the Editors
small and consistent steps. What if it were to hold seminars to help interLast month’s editorial “Missing: Female Role Models,” was critical of women faculty
ested students organize their own assemblies? Or act as a mediator between
for not showing leadership by speaking on substantive issues in the public forum of Upper
the students and the administration on issues like parking and schedul- School assemblies. The editorial sparked heated debate throughout hallways and in classing? Or expand its role beyond SFAF’s banking to help activities succeed? rooms, and prompted the letters below and on the following page.
These efforts, more likely to succeed than the outlandish initiatives of recent years, would have a positive impact on the student body as a whole.
Each year, the Student Government loses credibility. It is erratic and
impractical. Rather than focusing on these original projects to make
In her 1890 address to the National school curriculum to address the full
headlines in Postscript, it should become the foundation of the student
American
Woman Suffrage Association, Upper School. There is no other experibody. Students should be able to rely on it for their everyday needs. It
Elizabeth Cady Stanton admonishes her ence like talking passionately about a
shouldn’t have to come up with something new and exciting every sumfemale audience: “Every truth we see social issue, reading one’s own work,
mer just to show that it’s doing something—that it deserved our votes.

Assembly: a valuable forum for women
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is ours to give the world, not to keep
for ourselves alone, for in so doing
we cheat humanity out of their rights
and check our own development.”
Stanton’s position is the response I
would give to anyone who says it’s okay
for women to be quiet and lead from behind the scenes. I agree with the editor’s
expectation for female role models to be
more vocal and visible in the life of the
school (Postscript, 1/30/06, “Missing:
Female Role Models”). Women teachers run their classrooms well, speak
thoughtfully in meetings, and even write
careful letters to the editors of the newspaper. But, if women are going to teach
their young female students that they
have a voice on the big stage, women
faculty must get up there themselves.
There is no other place or time in our

playing an instrument, and sharing
one’s view of the world. Students learn
by reading, discussing, and watching
adults. Women teachers have an obligation to speak up in front of the school,
whether it is to assist with a student
presentation or to give one of their own.
I do not take this position because
I believe that women should provide
a counterbalance to the men. Instead,
female faculty should give assemblies
to provide their own forceful perspectives, “to give a truth” to our community.
Women should join the fray, not because
the men dominate, but because to speak
up does mean to lead at Park and women’s voices are vital to that leadership.
-Patricia Porcarelli, US English

Motivations differ for men and women
Working with adolescents isn’t really
what I envisioned twenty years ago as a
career. I was drawn to history education
because I like history. Frankly, at times I
am fascinated by it. Why things played
out as they did in the past, and how we
try to make sense of them is what I enjoy thinking about. So, I had to learn to
be a teacher, not a historian, and when
I think about gender differences in the
roles of Upper School teachers, (Postscript, “Missing: Female Role Models,”
01/30/06), I think about why teachers
become teachers. I would hypothesize
that the origins and nature of our professional interests help shape the styles
by which we teach (and “lead”). And I
wouldn’t confine this latter word (teach)
to the classroom. But I suspect we don’t
have enough data on how male and fe-

male teachers view what they do, and the
level of efficacy they feel doing it (teaching/leading) to really pass judgment. To
identify what these gender based differences are in style and the origins of how
teachers become teachers and if there are
gender differences in this regard, would
take pretty careful examination. Going
out on a limb, I’d suggest that there may
indeed be gender teaching differences
among male and female teachers, and
differences too, about how they view
their role vis á vis adolescents. I also
suspect, though, that developing these
differences into categorical maxims
about any given male or female teacher
here at Park is likely to be erroneous.
-Jon Acheson, US History
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School needs to broaden definition of leadership Gender problem is historical
“Missing: Female Role
Models” (Postscript, January
30) got one part of the story
right: Park needs to make sure
that women get equal time in
forums like Resident Journalist and Resident Scholar. But
the notion that female students
“don’t have female teachers
setting an example” is absurd.
Perhaps the editorialist has
never met a female Park School
teacher. Certainly, he or she
could not have been thinking about Julie Rogers, who
spearheads the remarkable tenhouses-in-ten years campaign
for Habitat for Humanity, an
activity that has thrived under
mostly female student leadership; or Christine Broening, who
is responsible for the groundbreaking meetings for and about
women at Park over the last
several years; or Patti Porcarelli,
whose work on service learning
– and connection to Baltimore
city schools – has blazed a path
for the rest of us; or Tina Forbush, whose Mock Trial team
kicks-ass-and-takes-names like
some kind of barbarian army; or
Raymonde Arseneau, who leads
the G.S.A. and runs marathons;
or Laura Schlitz, lower-school

librarian whose profound work
with children occurs alongside the publication of her next
novel or play; or Barb Purkey,
whose work with female athletes
has changed lives as well as
won championships; or Debbie
Roffman, author and nationally
recognized expert in her field; or
Louise Mehta, Associate Head
of School, whose brilliant and
careful leadership of the FACA
program has done more to improve the intellectual lives of
Park teachers and students than
any other program or initiative.
The editorialist could not have
been thinking about these women
and their example of leadership.
Clearly, he or she defines leadership in an extremely narrow
way. What’s the problem? Here
it is: “[Our female teachers] are
talented, diverse, and intelligent,
but do not generally establish
themselves as models of intellectual force in community
settings such as assemblies.” Ah.
The problem is that female
teachers don’t “speak up” in
public forums. The problem is
that they don’t raise their voices,
interrupt each other, showboat,
talk to hear themselves talk, and
vie for dominance. The problem,

after all, is that they’re not men.
I’ve heard this before, and I
suspect the editorialist has heard
it, too. (It certainly sounds as if
he or she is doing an imitation of
one of his/her teachers.) It goes
like this: “Well, of course faculty meetings [for example] are
contentious, of course a handful
of male voices dominates the
conversation, talking loudly to
each other. But female faculty
members need to quit wringing their hands and, you know,
jump into the fray. They need
to suck it up and learn to shout
and interrupt and bully, because
that’s the way we do things.”
Give us a break. The problem
is not that there are no female
role models. There are plenty.
The problem is a masculinist
ideology that establishes one
mode of discourse – the heated
argument – as acceptable. The
problem is a school culture that
equates success with a loud
voice. The female faculty I
know are both “role models” and
“models of intellectual force.”
It’s a shame that the entire Park
community doesn’t see that.
-Kevin Coll, US English

Women lead in activities and administration
I’m writing in response to the
perplexing editorial in your January 30 edition which criticized
Upper School women faculty for
their failure “to establish themselves as models of intellectual
force in community settings….”
To put my sense of confusion in
perspective, you should know
that this is my first letter to Postscript in my eight years at Park.
So why am I confused?
Simply put, it’s because my experience of the women faculty
in the Upper School, and indeed,
of women throughout the Park
community, is so utterly at odds
with the impression you give
your readers. Unlike you, I’m
not at all surprised by the leadership that our female students
demonstrate in their academic
and co-curricular lives, for contrary to your claim, they have a
wonderful group of strong women role models upon whom to
draw. Though an inspiring tale,
it just isn’t true, as you state,
that our female students have
“stepped up” their performance
in spite of an absence of leadership from female faculty. On the
contrary, it’s precisely because
of those women that our girls
have been empowered to lead.
Specifically, it’s because women
lead four of the most successful,
high profile (and high-pressured)
activities in the Upper School:

Brownie, Mock Trial, Habitat
for Humanity, and your own
publication. It’s because they
organize and run virtually every
service opportunity in which
you participate. It’s because
two of the most crucial and influential administrative roles in
the Upper School are played—
very capably—by women.
And if you were to explore
just beyond the walls of the
Upper School and investigate
how Park actually operates, you
would discover pretty quickly
that our school is, in large part,
run by women. That’s right:
most of the key leadership positions at the school are held by
females. They are responsible
for running two of the three
divisions, for admitting over
90% of the student body, for
raising the funds without which
the school couldn’t operate, and
for developing and managing
its $19 million budget. When
I attend bi-weekly Administrative Council meetings, I am one
of only four men; the other ten
people at the table are women.
You are right to point out that
during the past eight years only
four of the sixteen Resident
Scholars and Journalists have
been women. You could have
just as easily reminded us that
only one has been a person of
color. We should certainly strive

to diversify our visiting speakers
in ways that go beyond content.
But our understanding of leadership cannot and should not be
defined merely by who speaks or
performs at assembly, as important as its role is in the life of our
community; to do so is to accept
an impoverished or naïve view
of who our leaders are and how
they lead. I
know the Upper School
c o u l d n ’t
function
for a day
without
the wise,
strong, energetic, and
visible leadership
of its women faculty, whether or
not they elect to
demonstrate it
from the stage.
-Mike McGill,
US Principal

I appreciated the editorial in last month’s Postscript
about the seeming imbalance
of voices among male and
female upper school faculty.
While I also appreciated the
encouraging words to faculty
women to take on a more assertive role, I think the problem
and possible solutions go beyond the action or inaction—or
personal styles—of individuals.
The pattern described is not a
new phenomenon. It is one that

I have observed to one degree
or another for the more than
30 years I have been a teacher
at Park. Any institutional pattern that persists for that long
(and probably longer) is indicative of larger institutional
issues with many factors in play.
Exploring honestly and directly what those factors might be is,
in my view, a pre-requisite to significant and meaningful change.
-Debbie Roffman, MS/US Faculty

Not all leadership looks alike
The more I reflect on the
recent editorial, the more proud
I am to be an active member of
such a passionate and dedicated
group of role models: the Park
faculty. As teachers, it is our
chosen lifestyle to teach our
students about both our discipline and how to be leaders.
I could give fifty examples of
the many different ways faculty
lead. Not all leadership looks
alike. It is up to you, the student,
to see our efforts for what they
are – attempts by each of us to
reach out to you, in an effort to
appropriately support and challenge you to take ownership of
the things you care deeply about.
Although I value talking,
I prefer to participate. I strive
to lead by doing. Come down
to the Habitat worksite sometime – you’ll see all sorts of
leadership happening from
both adults and students alike.
When I speak with administration, colleagues, and students
I am often interrupted. I could
choose to fight back by doing the
same thing, or by talking over
someone, but quite frankly, I’m
usually too busy
listening,
p r o cessing,
and trying to
learn
from my
friends
and
students.
Listening is among
the most valued

tools of leadership yet perhaps
the skill that is the most taken
for granted in this community.
If you can’t hear the needs of
the people you are leading, how
do you take them anywhere?
If you want more exposure
to the art of listening, take a
class from Reuwai Hanewald,
spend some time in Traci Wright
Snipes’ office, or become a partner in the Partner’s Program.
I cherish reflection as an
instrument of leadership. Since
you’re currently taking an English course, it makes me wonder:
doesn’t portfolio writing teach
the skill of reflection? Try going
abroad with our French, Spanish or Arctic programs, or going
down south on the Civil Rights
Tour, to experience first hand the
value of taking a step back and
learning from those around you.
It is true that I would get a
LOT more done, both in the
classroom and in the activities
I care deeply about, if I just
did it myself. Instead, it is my
goal to inspire and encourage
students to take charge. Want
to be inspired in this way? Try
out for the Mock Trial team.
These examples of how
some teachers in this community choose to lead aren’t
the same as giving an assembly. But they could be
viable examples of leadership
if you are willing to value them.
-Julie Rogers, US Science

Response from the Editors:
Without a doubt, Park School is filled with
strong women who lead in the classroom as well
as through activities. It is also true that these
women may lead in very different ways from
men. The behind-the-scenes leadership preferred
by some women should not, will not, and does
not replace public-forum leadership, which
many students at this school value. There is
a lack of female representation in the public forum, and this imbalance ought to
change for the benefit of the student body.
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J. Harlan ’06 shows off his “pimped-out” car.

The art of “pimping out” our cars
by Carly Schleider ’06
“So you wanna be a playa?
But your wheels ain’t fly
You gotta hit us up
to get a pimped out ride
You got to pimp my rideeee
Damn right
You got to pimp my rideeee!”

These are the lyrics to the
theme song from Pimp My
Ride, a series which first aired
on MTV in March, 2004. The
show’s premise is simple. Each
episode, one conked out car is
seized from its owner by MTV
officials, who promptly “pimp”
it (for those of you not up to
date with contemporary vernacular, to “pimp” something is
to essentially restore it) until it’s
ready to get back on the road
and burn some rubber. In style.
The show is likeable enough.
It is hosted by West Coast mogul, Xzibit, who in addition
to being a skillful rapper is
quite the television personality. But what’s more intriguing
than the production itself (and
even Xzibit’s gargling laugh)
is the cultural phenomenon
behind it: the Pimping Phenomenon. What’s it all about?
I, myself, don’t know much
about it. I’ll admit my car’s pretty plain. Aside from the Syracuse
Orangeman decal on the rear
window and the weather mats

my father insisted on having, my
car maintains its original design.
And to me, it’s fine this way.
However, it seems that I am in
the minority with this sentiment. According to the Specialty
Equipment Market Association,
over the past decade, annual
spending on after-market accessories and car parts has doubled
to a whopping $28.9 billion a
year. These accessories include
everything from spinning chrome
rims to video game consoles.
To learn more about this
on a personal level, I spoke
with three active “pimpers.”
Each one of them approached
pimping from a separate angle,
offering insightful comments
here and there that helped clear
up some of my confusion.
Eric Baylin ’06 was fairly
modest about pimping. “It was
my birthday, and my grandparents wanted to get me
something.” This something
quickly materialized into tinted
windows, new tires, and a set
of rims. His choice, he claimed,
wasn’t driven by a desire to look
cool, but the inherent appeal of
an upgrade. “I got tinted windows because I don’t like people
seeing in my car… it’s none of
their business,” and “I got the
tires so it drives nicer in the
snow.” When I asked him why
he didn’t have anything like spe-

cial lights, he replied “lights are
too flashy.” (Maybe that explains
why his rims aren’t chrome.)
Baylin also had an opinion about
pimping as a culture: “I guess
it is [flashy], but that’s like
everything. Having nice shoes,
nice clothes, nice things…
Most things aren’t a necessity.”
Joe Santini, a student at Clemson University, had a different
story entirely. He had things
done to his car that I didn’t even
know existed—things that to
me sounded like upgrades on a
spacecraft. (Double turbo boost.
Custom fitted Xenon driving
lights that “can blind anyone!”
Carbon fiber intake.) But nothing meant as much to Santini as
his sound system. And what a
system it is! As the music plays
the system emits colored lights
which pulsate to the music’s
beat and shine through two
plexiglass letters – V and W, the
car’s emblem- fixed firmly to
the inside of the trunk. “There is
also a hard drive installed in the
trunk that speaks to you and tells
you who is playing. It’s sweet.”
Santini, however, is not entirely satisfied with his lot. “I
can’t do wheels because I don’t
want people to know my car is
fast. I used to street race in high
school, and anyone who had really crazy wheels and sh*t always
ended up getting pulled over.”

New driving laws
anger teenagers
by Ben Hyman ’06
Perhaps a teen awaits nothing as eagerly as a driver’s
license. But in Maryland, the
laws that govern it are coming under increased scrutiny.
Effective last October, the
state legislature strengthened
laws pertaining to learner’s permits and provisional licenses.
Learner’s permits must be held
for at least six months, and
permit holders must complete
60 hours of driving including 10 at night. Changes to
the provisional license laws
include an increase in the minimum age to 16 years and three
months (from 16 years and one
month) and a ban on carrying
minor passengers. This year,
the legislature is likely to increase drunk driving penalties
for drivers under 21 years old.
The most egregious law
change for many teens is this
one, reported on the Maryland
Motor Vehicle Administration
website: “Drivers under the
age of eighteen (18) may not
use any wireless communication devices, including a cell
phone, while driving, except
to make an emergency 911
call. Violations may result in
the suspension of one’s driving
privilege for up to 90 days.”
In a recent poll of juniors
and seniors, only 25 percent
supported the ban, saying it was
“essential to keeping the roads
safe.” 45 percent admitted
they “talk all the time” while
driving and 30 percent believe
they should be allowed to use
a hands-free device, which
is not exempt under the new
statue. 32 percent of juniors and
seniors responded to the poll.
He got rather insightful when
I questioned him about the culture. “For me, it’s different. I
built half of the stuff from my
own hands. I like being able to
say ‘I built that.’ It’s a matter of
pride, I guess.” The tone of his
voice then shifted abruptly as he
declared “Also, I can go out there
and say to the guys who own
Mustangs and BMWs, ‘put your
money where your mouth is!’
Cuz I smoke them in the end!”
Lastly, I spoke with Jesse Harlan ’06. Harlan was somewhere
in between Baylin and Santini.
He added two dual 12-inch subwoofers with 1200 watts and a
Sony Xplōd (an XM radio-ready
CD player). Harlan also seemed

“Being able to use a handsfree device is dumb. It’s not
the action of talking on the
cell-phone; it’s the distraction they cause. But I use
my cell phone all the time”
said Brad Mendelson ’06.
In fact, many rookie drivers are even apathetic about
fundamental rules of the road.
Only six percent of juniors and
seniors polled say that they
follow speed limits laws exactly. Another 69 percent use
posted speed limits as a “general idea of how fast I should
drive” but drive within 10-15
mph of the limit. Twenty-five
percent disregard speed limits
completely. Nineteen percent
of those polled had been pulled
over by a cop. Senior Gus
Bloom had a memorable experience with a police officer. “He
thought I was driving a stolen
car,” Gus recalled. “He told me
to get out of the car, and when
he realized I didn’t steal the car
he was really nice about it.”
The Insurance Institute of
Highway Safety has praised
the state of Maryland for its
teen driving laws, giving the
state its highest possible grade
regarding such laws. “Teenage
drivers have the highest crash
risk of any age group. Per mile
traveled, they have the highest involvement rates in motor
vehicle crashes of all types.
The problem is worst among
16-year-olds, who have the
most limited driving experience
and an immaturity that often
results in risk-taking behind the
wheel,” writes the Institute in
its Teenage Drivers handbook.
And while teens understand
the risk, every new driving law
brings groans from students.
to have a practical reason for
the upgrades. “I like all sorts of
music, so I went with a not real
expensive subwoofer. It’s cool.
It’s blue and three feet long. A
foot high. It’s in my trunk, so my
trunk lights up blue. I want to
add blue neon lights by your feet
that pulse to the music. They’re
technically illegal, but they’re
just kinda fun. And they’re only
30 bucks for each light, so they
aren’t expensive. It’s just awesome.” I agree. “It’s kind of a
cultural thing. I’m not doing it
because of Pimp My Ride and
Xzibit, though,” said Harlan.
Rachel Katz ’06 contribued to this
article.
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Commentary
Academy nominates Senior class gift favors
small-budget movies material over personal
by Scott Shuldiner ’09

photo by B. Weinstein ‘06

The 78th Annual Oscar nominations for Best Motion Picture
Award have taken a surprising
theme this year, as the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
has nominated predominantly low
budget films that ask challenging
questions. The nominated films are
Good Night and Good Luck, about
the newsman Edward R. Murrow
who challenges Senator Joseph
McCarthy during the red scare;
Brokeback Mountain, the passionate story of two cowboy lovers;
Munich, an account of the hunt for
Black September terrorists after
the murder of Israeli athletes during the 1972 Olympics; Crash, the
intertwined story of people dealing with racism in Los Angeles;
and Capote, about writer Truman

Capote and his relationship with
two murderers. Although I’ve only
seen two of these films, it is clear
that they share a theme that does
not follow the traditional style
the Academy usually votes for.
During last year’s Oscars, more
than 42 million viewers tuned in to
watch as Million Dollar Baby, the
inspirational “feel-good” story of
a woman boxer (Hilary Swank),
won for Best Motion Picture. No
surprise there. It’s become routine
for movies like Million Dollar
Baby to win the award each year,
yet this year the Academy has
swung an entirely different direction. So how do nominations go
from “feel-good” films such as
Ray, Finding Neverland, The Aviator, Sideways, and Million Dollar
Baby to films about terrorism,
politics, racism and gay lovers?
Perhaps it’s in response to current events, or maybe it’s just
time for America to acknowledge
movies that actually make people think, and challenge people’s
morals—instead of the senseless
crowd-pleasers we usually favor. This year’s nominations ask
questions that leave people with
something other than soaring spirits
and a swelling heart; they give people something to really think about.

by Brad Mendelson ’06
Park School has given me a lot throughout my time here. I have matured more
here than anywhere else, and for that I am
immensely grateful. I would be a mere
fraction of the person I am today without
Park, and I do not plan to ever forget that.
Therefore, when asked to think about our
(or more accurately our parents’) gift to Park,
I was excited. I wanted to do something that
would show my appreciation for Park. It became apparent to me however, that it is not that
simple. Our parents donated a generous sum
of around $60,000, yet that was not enough to
make any significant changes, like helping with
the library renovation. Instead, the list of ideas
I saw was filled with seemingly trivial gifts.
I was stuck for a little bit, but then I began to
think about what made my Park School experience so worthwhile. The answer to that question
was simple. Park School is not the amazing

photo by B. Weinstein ‘06

place I know because of the buildings, the fields,
or anything else material. It is simply the people
that make up our beloved community. I have
heard, and up until now believed, that $60,000
was not enough to have a significant and longterm effect on tuition assistance. I know that
$60,000, with seemingly endless tuition increases, is only equal to three years for one student.
While I know that this money would not simply
go to one student I think it is important to show
how much of an impact this can have. To me
that is enough. I would gladly look back and say
that I played a miniscule role in giving even one
qualified student an Upper School education.
I would be proud to play a role in bringing in
even one student to our community, because
that would make our community better. If we
want to diversify our community we will have
to have a large tuition assistance program, but I
hope we never reach the point where one person
cannot have such a large effect on the community that it is not worth it for any graduating
class to give one person the gift to come here.
I know that our parents chose to renovate
the seats in the theater. While I do not particularly see the large benefit we have chosen to
make on our community, I do see the upside
to this decision. However, I will not come
back to Park and take pride in the gift of my
class. I have come to realize what an incredibly gifted class I have been a part of for seven
years. Park School is a better place because
of my class, the Class of ’06. However, I
believe that with this gift we do not accurately reflect our class’ impact on the school.

Bush defies traditional conservatism
by Jesse Naiman ’07

photo by B. Weinstein ‘06

If anybody who watched
President Bush’s 2006 State of
the Union address believes that
he is a conservative, think again.
President Bush has steered
the country in a direction that
neither liberals nor conservatives like me, can give him a
proper label. Although Bush
has split from the traditional
conservative viewpoint on virtually every issue, this article
will focus solely on his domestic warrantless spying policy.
The domestic warrantless
wiretapping policy illustrates a
disdain for traditional conservative values. Conservatives tend
to appoint judges who interpret
the constitution based on its

original intent. President Bush
claims that the authority to authorize warrantless wiretapping
is given to him by the Constitution. This assertion could not be
further from the truth. The Constitution states that warrantless
searches are unconstitutional
under the fourth amendment.
In order to even attempt to
justify authorizing warrantless
wiretapping under the Constitution, he would not only have to
prove that it falls under a fourth
amendment exception, but prove
that emergency presidential powers exist under the Constitution.
There is only one possible
fourth amendment exception that
can justify warrantless wiretapping assuming it was authorized
by law: if the information gathered was needed so imminently
that any delay to retrieving the
information could pose a terror
risk. The Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA)
authorizes the government to
tap a phone, and get a warrant
after the fact, which obliterates
any fourth amendment claim.
President Bush’s claim that
emergency wartime powers exist
under the Constitution is unfounded. There are three powers

that the president can exercise
without the advice and consent
of the senate: deliver an annual State of the Union address,
grant pardons, and make recess
appointments. There is no reference to so called “emergency
powers” in the Constitution. The
only wartime powers granted
to the president were given to
him by the Joint Resolution for
the Authorization for Use of
Military Force (AUMF), which
states that he has full authority to
use all necessary and appropriate
force to detain those involved in
the September 11 attacks. Considering FISA allows President
Bush to get a warrant after a
wiretap, warrantless wiretapping is neither necessary nor
appropriate. If President Bush
attempted to argue that emergency wartime powers existed in the
Constitution, he would have to
take on an activist interpretation,
which states that the Constitution changes meaning as society
progresses. President Bush is
engaging in Constitutional hypocrisy: judges should interpret
the Constitution based on its
original intent, but when convenient for the executive branch the
constitution changes its meaning

over time and now authorizes
emergency wartime powers.
President Bush has separated
himself from the traditional conservative ideology of tradition
and restraint. He has arbitrarily re-written the Constitution

and undermined a basic right
that we have as citizens by
abridging the fourth amendment.
His State of the Union address
clearly demonstrated that he is
not the conservative that many
people make him out to be.

Joe Burbank/Orlando Sentinel/KRT

President Bush’s policies lead many to believe that it is
inaccurate to label him as a traditional conservative.
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Network hype ignores
true spirit of Olympics
by Rebecca Martin ’06
Once every four years, America is reminded that there are
in fact, sports that take place
in the cold. This year, all eyes
are on Torino, Italy. Suddenly,
names that were unknown or
only faded memories from four
years ago are on everyone’s
mind. Michelle Kwan, Apolo
Anton Ohno, Shaun White, Bode
Miller: their pictures seem to pop
up every five minutes on NBC,
their successes and failures chosen as highlights of the games
before they’ve even competed.
This may be a good marketing strategy for the networks, but
the truly memorable Olympic
moments come unexpectedly.
You can’t predict when someone will perform beyond all
expectations or show true
heart; those are the moments
that make the Games special.
When the men’s long program in figure skating aired
Thursday, February 16, the
disparity between NBC’s promotional gimmicks and the
night’s real high point became
abundantly clear. The long
program is the second of two
skates that decide who wins
the gold. Everyone correctly
predicted, after the short program earlier in the week, that
the nearly untouchable Russian skater Yevgeny Plushenko
would win, but NBC promoted
the outspoken Johnny Weir as
America’s darling, and our best
chance for a medal in the event.
Weir had won the Nationals, and that fact, combined
with his flamboyant personality and an elegant performance
that had catapulted him into
second after the short program,
made him an understandable

choice for NBC’s attention.
But Weir melted down in his
long program, missing jumps
and giving an uninspired performance. It was the overlooked
Evan Lysacek who was the story
of the night. A combination of
nerves and the flu led to a disastrous short program that earned
Lysacek, a new Olympic contender, only a tenth place coming
into the long program. But on
Thursday, he dazzled. Sleek and
graceful, he commanded the ice
with his superior artistry and sold
a solid technical performance
free of falls and full of spirit.
The audience erupted in one
of the only standing ovations
of the night. His superb skating almost earned him a medal,
despite his short program: Lyascek, in fourth, finished as the
best of the American skaters.
M o r e i m p o r t a n t l y, h i s
comeback was unexpected,
and showed the stunning resilience and determination that
exemplifies the Games and the
Olympic athletes at their best.
Torino has been full of such
exhilarating moments. Chinese pairs skater Zhang Dan
getting back on the ice after a
brutal fall—and putting in a
performance with her partner
good enough to earn silver; the
American, Lindsey Kildow, racing in the downhill skiing event
only days after crashing at 50
miles an hour during a training
run; the Swiss figure skater,
Stephane Lambiel, who sobbed
from joy when he won the silver
medal, instead of mourning the
gold he didn’t get; and dozens
of others giving, without fanfare,
the performance of their lives.
Those are the stories that make
the Olympics a joy to watch,
never mind the network hype.

Sport Oly-Figs Men 23 PH/KRT

Was he worth all the promo? Johnny Weir touches the ice
during his free skating program Thursday, February 16.
This mistake forced him into fifth place.

photo by S. McCoy ’06

E. Miller ’06 (r.) delivers a musical Valentine-o-gram to G. Cohen ’06 (l.) and M. Grose ’07.
Miller and the Vocal Chords spent the day serenading Upper School students and faculty.

What’s there to love about
Valentine’s Day?
by Liz Gauvey-Kern ’07

I walked into school one
Tuesday morning, and the halls
were buzzing with excitement.
This came as a surprise because
it is rare to find any signs of life
on Tuesday mornings, that is,
except for communal gatherings around cafeteria muffins,
and the smallest movements
required for students to bring
various caffeinated drinks up
to their mouths and back down
again. What made this Tuesday different was the date:
February 14, Valentine’s Day.
That day, school was alive.
Girls jumped around in red and
pink outfits, as guys fought their
way to quickly-emptying Hershey bags. And as I watched girls
compliment each other on being
“so cute,” and observed the
general atmosphere of exuberance and excitement, I thought
that maybe Valentine’s Day
is something special after all.
The holiday has long been
known as the epitome of commercialized and superficial
holidays; many do not consider
it to be in the same league as
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
But looking around the school, I
wondered if that were really true.
On this day, cheesy valentines
lined some mailboxes, while
carnations peeked their way out
of others. Students sat enjoying
each others’ presence, and regretting deeply how quickly the clock
seemed to creep towards 8:30.
Yet class time is never really
class time on Valentine’s Day.
Teachers have learned over the
years to keep the ideas simple
and concise, knowing that their
students’ minds are elsewhere.

They know that a test is impractical at least, and impossible at
worst—that is except for science teacher Elliot Huntsman,
who gave one second period.
And once students got to class,
they sat inattentive—smiling
at each other for what they
knew was coming: the Vocal
Chords, and sure embarrassment
to anyone who would fall victim.
With a wide repertoire ranging
from “Under the Sea” to “I Like
the Way You Move,” the Vocal
Chords spent the day serenading
the recipients of the Valentine-ograms they had sold to the Upper
School community the week
before. By doing so, they challenged the idea that Valentine’s
Day is just about sugar… no, it
is about paralyzing embarrassment and humiliation as well.
With Valentine-o-grams delivered to everyone from blushing
freshmen to mild-mannered
Dr. Gordon, no one escaped.
And even those who weren’t
serenaded were certainly not
left out. Laughs spread contagiously as Lucas Hulleberg ’09

gyrated “Milkshake” to startled
recipients, and childish smiles
filled faces as Ezra Miller sat on
many girls’ (and a few guys’)
laps as he sang “Let’s Get it On.”
But the Vocal Chords were
not the only group showing their stuff. Lewis Brant
’06 and the West Side Killas, accompanied by an 80s
boom-box, moved their way
through the hallways rapping
originals to the Upper School.
To those who say that candy
and flowers are not the true
meaning of Valentine’s Day (the
martyrdom of St. Valentine in
296 A.D.), and to those who say
that Valentine’s Day is becoming too commercial, I ask them,
“What is so bad about all that?”
I have never seen more smiling faces or more affectionate
displays among friends. For
me Valentine’s Day is about the
candy, it is about the embarrassment of our friends, it is
about the commercial “in your
faceness.” I have to say, I like
something bringing our society
together even if it is over candy.

photo by E. Gottlieb ’06

(l. to r.) L. Brant ’06, I. Long ’07, S. Althauser ’07, and N.
Frishberg ’07 make up the rap group West Side Killas, which
performed original raps on Valentine’s Day.
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Arturo Ui pushes the boundaries of high school theater
by Ben Starr ‘ 07
Daring is the word to describe
The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui.
It’s not often that one sees street
whores, gangsters and murders
at point blank range in a high
school play. Ui pushes the boundaries of high-school theater, but
not in a self-indulgent way.
Ui is not simply a gangster
story, but a gangster allegory
with a political message. Originally written by Bertolt Brecht
in 1941, it was a satirical commentary on Adolf Hitler’s rise
to power in Germany. Students
adapted the script in their first
semester Production Ensemble
class as an allegory for the modern political climate, so that Ui
now speaks of a War on Terror,
pledging protection and security to the grocers of Chicago.
Ui (David Peck ’07) and
his goons (Alison Burris ’07,
Billy Cooper ’07 and Alex Trazkovich ’06) use these scare
tactics to gain political clout
in Chicago, and in Cicero, a
city with economic ties to Chicago’s cauliflower business.
To many, it is quite a leap to
compare Adolf Hitler and the

Nazis to the Bush administration, and audience members
were bound to be uncomfortable. As the program notes, “if
you are not offended at least
once during the production, you
have not been paying attention.”

Not only did the subject
matter push the boundaries of
high-school theater, but the
production itself did. Televisions and live video feeds were
frequently used to portray the
biased media of “Faux News,”

which reported on Ui. All but
three or four cast members
played multiple roles, and everyone stayed true to their mission
of “over the top,” but not undeveloped character portrayals. The
audience never forgot they were

photo by R. Kutler ’06

The Cauliflower Trust: S. Rose ’08, L. Brant ’06, E. Miller ’06, S. Hickey ’09, and M. Scarito
’06 meet to discuss business in The Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui. The show played in the
Macks-Fidler Blackbox February 23-25.

in a theater as the actors intended.
It’s usually hard to criticize
a high school production when
you know a majority of those
involved. But it’s also hard to
be shocked, amazed and impressed by one without a hint
of the feeling of “well, it was
good for a high school play.”
This is not so with Ui. The work
of the actors, writers, crew and
designers was impressive. The
students involved with the production did more than put on a
play; they presented something
creative, original and daring.
The Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui by Bertolt Brecht
was directed by Peter King.
Members of the cast and
crew were Lewis Brant ’06,
Alison Burris ’07, Jessie Cohen
’08, Elizabeth Cunningham
’07, Billy Cooper ’07, Carly
Donnelly ’06, James Doyle
’06, Maddie Grose ’07, Elinor
Hickey ’08, Sarah Hickey ’09,
Ezra Miller ’06, David Peck
’07, Adam Rogers ’06, Shomari
Rose ’08, Michael Scarito
’06, Shenae Sheppard ’06,
Danny Shiff ’07, Alex Trazkovich ’06, Leah Wissow ‘06

Brokeback Mountain finds mainstream appeal
by Cassidy Fein ’07
Since the release of Brokeback Mountain, countless people
have gone to see this controversial movie, heralded as the first
mainstream romantic gay movie.
The film raises provocative
and important questions about
today’s culture and homosexuality and has been widely viewed
and talked about. Although other
films, such as Gods and Monsters
or The Crying Game, have tried
to do this, nothing has electrified
more recent discussions than this

film. In recognition of this, it has
already won 49 awards and has
been nominated for eight Oscars.
Directed by the talented Ang Lee
(who also directed East Drink
Man Woman, The Ice Storm,
Sense and Sensibility, Crouching
Tiger Hidden Dragon, and The
Hulk) and starring accomplished
actors such as Jake Gyllenhaal
and Anne Hathaway, Brokeback
Mountain is not to be missed.
In the movie, the two male
characters Ennis Del Mar and
Jack Twist both take a sheep
herding job up in the mountains

of Wyoming and fall in love over
the course of two months. However, they both see themselves
as “straight,” and continue to
live their lives once they leave
the mountain, get married, have
children, and work any jobs they
can get in town. However, both
Jack and Ennis keep meeting
up, but eventually the pressures
of the world around them force
them to end their relationship.
Set in the 1960s, Brokeback not only reflects on
a time where homosexuality was socially unacceptable,

but also reflects upon today’s
prejudices against gay people.
Even with the underlying
theme of homosexuality, the
movie proved to be extremely
popular in “red” states because
it was advertised as a love story
rather than a “gay” film. Doing
this allowed people who normally would be turned away from
such a film to see it and struggle
with the questions that it poses.
When I interviewed a student
who goes to a fairly religious
school in Maryland about Brokeback, she said that the film left

her questioning her views on
homosexuality. “Before, I had
always thought that homosexuality was a conscious decision... I
thought that you could just turn
it off, or something. Now I can
see that it really isn’t any different from... for example, my
father’s love for my mother.”
If you haven’t gotten the
chance to see Ang Lee’s masterpiece, I would highly recommend
it. Even if you end up not liking
it, it will certainly give you
a lot more to talk about than,
say, Big Momma’s House 2.

24 jumps into exciting fifth season
by Brett Kaup ’08
The new season of 24, airing every Monday at 9:00 pm
on FOX, is off and running. If
you don’t watch 24 then something is clearly wrong with you.
There is no show with as
much suspense and action. Even
if you haven’t seen the earlier episodes, I am confident
that you will still like it, as I
did when I watched it for the
first time last year. The shootings, conflicts, love triangles,
suspense, car chases, lies, and
deceit should not be missed.
If you are new to the show,
this is a good year to start be-

cause this season is the most
plot-twisting, action packed,
heart-pounding season yet.
What you need to know to get
caught up for season five is Jack
Bauer, the main character, works
for the Los Angeles Counter
Terrorist Unit (CTU). One season is only one day long, which
means that every second of
every minute counts, which just
adds to the suspense of the show.
24 has every element of great
TV. Of course there is the action,
which is why most people watch
the show, but there are also
the love stories, which please
viewers who aren’t so into the
action. In addition, there is

the suspense, like not knowing
where and when the terrorists
will release the nerve gas or not
knowing who killed the former
president of the United States.
24 plays to all of the emotions. At times you are happy,
like when Bauer foils a terrorist
plot, but also sad, like when
someone dies. You can be mad
when you disagree with what the
president decided to do or sympathetic when the he gets bashed
for a bad decision. You can be
excited and out of your seat at
times or scared and nervous, not
knowing what will happen next.
All in all, 24 is a great show
and you shouldn’t miss it.

photo courtesy FOX

Kiefer Sutherland stars as Jack Bauer, the main character in
Fox Television’s popular series 24.
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Goodwin book examines
Lincoln’s radical Cabinet
by Peter Sicher ’07
Thousands of books have
been written about Abraham
Lincoln, but still, there is always
room for a new one. Doris Kearns Goodwin’s, Team of Rivals,
deals with an interesting subject—Lincoln’s cabinet, which
is probably unique in American
history in that it was indeed “a
team of rivals.” The cabinet was
evenly split amongst anti-slavery
Whigs who had become Republicans and anti-slavery Democrats
who had become Republicans.
The book starts out as a
comparative biography of four
men—Salmon Chase, William
Seward, Edward Bates, and
Abraham Lincoln. Goodwin
offers a fascinating analysis of
the development of these four
men and their rise to national
prominence. All four sought
the Republican nomination in
1860. Most people thought the
nomination would go to Seward
or Chase; after all, they had
been crucial in the formation
of the Republican Party. Some,
however, considered these men
too radical. Those people want-

photo courtesy Simon & Schuster

ed Bates to be the nominee.
Lincoln, on the other hand,
was nobody’s first choice outside
of Illinois. Goodwin’s examination of how, thanks to his
political genius, Lincoln was
able to secure the nomination
is fascinating. Lincoln ends
up choosing Bates as Attorney
General, Seward as Secretary
of State, and Chase as Secretary
of the Treasury. Once Lincoln’s
presidency begins, the comparative biography stops and
the book focuses much more on

Lincoln himself, albeit through
the eyes of the cabinet. In my
opinion, this is unfortunate.
The concept of comparing
these men was fascinating and
instead of honing in on Lincoln, Goodwin should have
broadened the focus to include
more of the cabinet. For example, one of the four main
characters of the first half of the
book, Edward Bates, is almost
forgotten in the second half.
Another problem with the
second half is that it does not
criticize Lincoln for his mistakes. Though some consider
him our greatest President, he
certainly was not perfect. He
made mistakes, mistakes that
Goodwin should have examined more closely. Despite these
problems, it is a wonderful book
which shows a side of Lincoln
many are not aware of: Lincoln
was a political genius. This is
well demonstrated in that he was
able to hold a “team of rivals”
together as an excellent cabinet. Anyone who is interested
in American history, Abraham
Lincoln, or American politics
would enjoy Team of Rivals.

From Broadway to Baltimore
by Dan Schwait ’08
NEW YORK- On January 9, the story of Broadway’s
most famous ghoul became
the longest running Broadway
show in history. Lord Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s musical travesty, The Phantom of the Opera,
passed his own colossal cliché, Cats, to gain the crown.
January 9 was also the 18th
anniversary of Phantom’s
first preview. While Phantom
is the longest running show
Broadway has ever seen, its
7,500 plus performances don’t
even come close to The Fantasticks’ Off-Broadway run of
17,162 performances or The
Mousetrap’s 20,913 performances in London’s West End.
Phantom opened January
26, 1988 with Michael Crawford and Sarah Brightman (then
Mrs. Andrew Lloyd Webber)
as The Phantom and Christine.
Since then there have been 13
different Phantoms (with some
returning for multiple tours of
duty) and 17 Christines. George
Lee Andrews, who appeared as
Monsieur Andre in the January
9 performance, also played Don
Attillo in the original cast, and
has not left the production since.
On the other side of Broadway,
Lloyd Webber’s other show, The
Woman in White, closed February
19 after just 109 performances.

B A LT I M O R E - D u r ing Park’s spring break, The
Peabody Opera Theater will
present Stephen Sondheim and
Hugh Wheeler’s A Little Night
Music. Based on the Swedish film, Smiles of a Summer’s
Night (directed by Ingmar Bergman), the show provides one of
Sondheim’s most beautiful and
heartbreaking scores: “You Must
Meet My Wife,” “A Weekend in
the Country,” and “Send In The
Clowns.” The show concerns the
liaisons of the old and the young,
and centers around a desperate
middle-aged actress looking for

love. “Every element of A Little
Night Music, from the waltz
tempos of Stephen Sondheim’s
thrilling score to the graceful
pirouettes of Hugh Wheelers
dialogue, is infused with a delicate three-quarter-time pulse,”
said Stephen Holden in a 1998
review of the production (by the
Opera Ensemble of New York).
If you are in town from
March 15-18, I strongly recommend going to see this show
at the Peabody. Tickets can be
purchased by calling Peabody
at (410) 659-8100 x4415 or online at www.peabodyopera.org.
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M. Ward creates
versatile sound
by Leah Greenberg ’07
The album Transfiguration of
Vincent, by band M. Ward (also
the name of the lead singer)
starts out with crickets chirping
quietly, a steady rhythm and beat
setting the pace for the first song.
After 10 seconds the guitar kicks
in; a mix of simple finger picking and strumming blend into
each other seamlessly. The song
progresses slowly, drums are
added next, and later another
guitar and harmonica. The song
grows, getting more and more
complex and involved. A piano
pounds out a few key notes of
the melody, but soon softens,
leaving just the guitar. Eventually the built-up song fades,
with each instrument disappearing, and the next song starts
without you even realizing it.
The second song on the album is my favorite. Whereas

if it’s coming through a radio.
The lyrics themselves are not
complicated. They’re very repetitive, but the simplicity of
the lyrics throughout the record
is what makes Ward’s vocals
and compositions stand out.
The rest of the album is much
like these first three songs: different tones, different beats, and
different focuses on different
parts of the music. The thing that
makes this album so wonderful
is the versatility Ward shows
through only these 15 songs. He
can go from quick, energetic
finger picking with no words at
all (“Duet for Guitars, No. 3”),
to something slow and sad and
beautiful and haunting (“Let’s
Dance”), to something catchy
that you’ll sing along with the
whole way through (“Helicopter,” another personal favorite).
Each song on this album is
spectacularly beautiful in its own

‘...you will never hear another artist that
sounds anything at all like M. Ward.’
the first song, “Transfiguration,
No.1” seems almost like a jam,
“Vincent O’ Brian” has a definite
written out tune. Unlike the first
song, there are lyrics, and the
first burst of Ward’s voice in this
song is a shock: low, quiet, rocky,
and hard. The song is beautifully orchestrated, with the faint
echoes of a piano and a second
guitar in the background, and
the quiet harmonies of the verse.
The third song on the album
(“Sad, Sad Song”) is very different from the first two, with
virtually the only instrument
being a drum and, every once
in a while, a single guitar. The
focus is on Ward’s voice, which
in this song seems static-y, as

way, and together as a whole,
they’re something else entirely.
Different as these songs may be,
they all evoke a similar feeling,
and have a similar style that is
specific to Ward. It seems as
though he takes his influences
from every sort of music, from
modern alternative to blues to
folk to jazz to country. When
you listen to this album, you
realize that it’s impossible for
any of these songs to sound
like anything else, which is
what makes them so wonderful and soothing to listen to.
You know that you will never
hear another artist that sounds
anything at all like M. Ward.
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Boys JV
misses
playoffs

UMD Terps should
rethink recruiting
by Ben Goldstein ’08

by Brad Mendelson ’06
The Boys JV Basketball team
knew that this season would be a
tough one. Not only was this the
weakest team Park had fielded
in recent years, but the conference had been getting better each
year, and this was the best MIAA
C-Conference in JV history.
The JV team got off to a
slow start in-conference falling to a 0-2 record, including
a crucial loss to Chapelgate. .
The Bruins showed signs of
life with an impressive win at the
home of the regular season champions, Glenelg Country School.
Park was led by a very strong
effort from junior guard Jeremy Scharf who netted 23 points.
However, as would become a
pattern, the Bruins could not follow this big win with another.
The Bruins battled AACS in
their next game at home. The team
showed a lot of toughness and skill
in a back and forth match-up between the two teams. The game was
tied at 46 with one possession to go,

photo by B. Weinstein ’06

J. Scharf ’07 drives upcourt initiating the Bruins fast break.

and AACS had the ball. An AACS
guard drove the lane, but missed
his lay-up. The Bruins failed to box
out well, and AACS’s center was
able to get an easy put-back, leading to a disappointing Bruins loss.
Once again the Bruins would
bounce back. Knowing that their
backs were against the wall,
the young team rolled off four
convincing wins giving them a
chance to make a run into the
play-offs. However, the Bruins
then lost to Sts. Peter and Paul.
The team then had a crucial
week, once again facing AACS
and Glenelg. The team started
with a home game against Glenelg. Just like the first game
against AACS, the match-up was
fiercely competitive, but once
again Park could not close out
the game and Glenelg won 43-40.

At this point, the JV squad had
pinned themselves in a corner.
The team would need a win at
AACS in order to have any realistic
chance of making the play-offs.
The Bruins came out fired up, and
played well, but once again they
just came up a little short losing
by four. With that, the team failed
to make the four team play-offs.
All-in-all it was a valuable experience for this team. As Jeremy
Scharf said, “Even though we
didn’t reach our goal of making the
play-offs and winning the crown,
but I am proud of everyone for
working hard and getting better.”
Certainly this team has a lot of
holes to fill with the varsity team
graduating nine seniors. While
no one is sure the future of this
team after this year no one can
challenge its heart and intensity.

Fresh-Soph Basketball tallies 11-5 record
by Becka Althauser ’09
The Boys Fresh-Soph season ended at the semi-finals Feb 11 with a
loss to Gilman. The team, however,
is satisfied with the efforts put forth.
“Throughout the season we
have had some problems with
our team chemistry, sometimes it
felt like we just weren’t meshing.
After solving some of our initial
problems our team has become
almost unstoppable, and with all of
the hard work we really deserve a
chance at making it to the finals,”
said Captain Carlos Cruz ‘09
The team has an impressive
season to reflect upon. It took
enormous strides from the rather
shaky start at the beginning of
the season. It lost three of their

first five games, but ended its
season with an improved record.
During its game against Gilman, the team was missing two
of its three guards, Nathanial
Colbert-Sangree ’09 and Cruz,
both with sprained ankles.
Gilman pressed the team,
which proved problematic for
the all freshman team. The final
score of the game was 63-58.
Although Gilman had a considerable lead throughout most
of the game, the Fresh-Soph
team never gave up, playing its
hardest until the final buzzer.
“Our basketball team has been
through a lot this season and with
all the hard work that my teammates
put in I am very proud of them,”
said Captain Sean Boone ’09.
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S. Boone ’09 elevates to score
the bucket and gets fouled.

The Maryland Terrapins past the mid-way point of
the season and things aren’t looking optimistic. The
Terps have had both legal and academic problems this
seaon. The Maryland basketball program as a whole
might have a giant problem at the end of this season.
For the second straight year, the Terps are on the bubble
for an NCAA tournament birth. As of now, they are 16-10 and
6-7 in the Atlantic Coast Conference. The recent problems of
the program have stemmed from a couple of bad recruiting
classes over the past few years. The 2002 class consisted of
many underachievers. John Gilchrist constantly feuded with
Head Coach Gary Williams, and is now playing basketball in
Israel. Travis Garrison is facing sexual assault charges and is
not currently starting. Chris McCray was kicked off the team
earlier this season because he didn’t maintain a 2.0 GPA and
essentially didn’t show up to class. The 2002 class, coming
off the heels of the Terps’
National Championship,
was suppose to be the
next batch of great Maryland players. Instead,
the team has become a
group of inconsistent mediocre basketball players
that get up for games
against Duke, but forget
to wake up when playing
lesser opponents such
as Clemson and Temple.
After the National
Title, Maryland’s style
Sports GATech-Maryland 8/KRT
of recruiting changed.
Instead of taking un- UMD’s Ekene Ibekwe dunks.
known local kids, they
went for the bigger fish-- the McDonald’s All-Americans,
the most pursued players in the country. That may work
for a school like Duke or North Carolina but it’s not
Maryland’s style. The two McDonald’s All-Americans
(a title given to the Nation’s best high school basketball
players) the Terps have recruited have not lived up to the
hype. One is shooting guard Mike Jones, who does a lot
more shooting than guarding and the other is Garrison.
The next batch of Maryland recruits indicates that
they’re getting back to their old ways. A point guard from
Virginia, Eric Hayes, will be at Maryland next season
and he’s drawing comparisons to Terps alumnus Steve
Blake. If you don’t remember who he is, he’s just the guy
that marshaled the Terps offense back in 2001-2002 during their National Championship run. In addition, two
local guards from Maryland have committed as well.
Regardless of whether or not the Terps make the
NCAA Tournament, it is evident that changes need to
be made. My suggestion is simple: let the Dukes and
Carolinas of college basketball bring in the All American
recruits. I’ll stick with the Steve Blakes and Juan Dixons
of the world—the underrated, determined, and hardworking kids who brought this University and its fans what
it can only dream of now: a national championship.

Girls Varsity Indoor Soccer makes playoffs
by Ben Levin ’08
The Girls Varsity Indoor Soccer team went down the final
stretch of its season in hopes
of securing a high playoff seed.
After battling highly touted John
Carroll team for a tie on January
5, the girls headed into a match-

up with rival Friends with a lot of
confidence, but walked away disappointed with a four-goal loss.
Its next three games did
not turn out well either, losing a combined 18-4. These
three games were against Institute of Notre Dame, Roland
Park Country School, and

Notre Dame Prep. The Lady
Bruins finished their regular
season with a 3-4-1 record, and
ranked fourth in the league.
This set up a quarterfinal date
with fifth seeded John Carroll.
The girls were very optimistic about their chances of
beating the Patriots since they

had tied them just a few weeks
earlier. The two teams battled,
swapping leads, and the scoreboard read 4-4 at the end of
regulation. The game was pushed
into a sudden death overtime.
Less than 40 seconds into the
overtime period The Patriots
slipped a ball through the hands

of goalie Lynn Meyerhoff ’09,
giving John Carroll the win,
and a ticket to the semifinals.
Making the playoffs is something this young team is proud
of and this senior-less team
will be poised to make a run
deep into the playoffs next year.
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Girls Varsity reachs the Semi-Finals
by Gus Bloom ’06
This year, Girls Varsity Basketball finished the season with
an impressive 13-7 record, (11-5
in IAAM C Conference) and a
trip to the semifinals. It earned
third place in the playoffs with
its regular season performance.
The big story of this year’s
team were the underclassmen.
Freshman Dawn Lee and sophomore Claire Ellwanger were two
of the leading scorers. They were
consistent throughout the season,
and played with great maturity.
The pair did not lend themselves
to breakdowns, and stayed
poised in difficult situations.
Lee took 13 charges throughout
the season, something which exacts a physical toll. In the team’s
semifinal game, Ellwanger set
out to stop Mt. Carmel’s center
and leading scorer who came in
with an 18 point per game average. She was held to four points.
The team could not have
been nearly as successful without the leadership of its four
seniors. Their encouragement

and experience helped the team
to play its best in the most crucial part of the season, leading
it to a 5-1 record at the end
of the regular-season play.
In the stretch leading up to
the playoffs, the Bruins had won
four straight games, beating Key
School, Baltimore Lutheran,
Beth T’Filoh, and Garrison Forest School. The quarter-final
game was also against Garrison
Forest School, and the Bruins
took care of business 53-43. Sarah Gold finished with 26 points,
five assists and five rebounds, in
an incredible display of athletic
talent. Ellwanger had 10, and Lee
had 7. The score was tied at the
end of the third quarter, and Park
outscored the opposition 19-9 in
the final period by shutting down
Garrison’s high-scorers and executing its assassin-like offense.
Park battled through the playoffs, eventually losing a close,
two-basket game in the semifinals to Mt. Carmel, which
ultimately defeated reigning
champions St. Timothy’s to
win the championship. The

Bruins lost to Mt. Carmel by
a combined two points in the
regular season, and the playoff bout was no different. “It
was a tough game, they always
come to play,” remarked Allie Gold ’06. Captain Sarah
Gold ’06 led the team with 15
points, and Dawn Lee dropped
11. The score at the half was
17-13, and the final was 46-41.
Next year, the IAAM C conference, which had an extremely
balanced level of talent this
year, will be reorganized to
include three incoming teams
from the B conference. The C
conference will be split into
C “X” and C “Y,” just like the
IAAM A conference this year.
Placement in the conference
will be determined by the playoff seeding from this season.
Overall, the Bruins are proud
of their season. “We played our
hearts out, that’s all anyone can
ask,” said S. Gold about the season. They had a winning record,
and ended up on their way to the
championship. “We just came
up a little short,” said S. Gold.
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Freshman sensation D. Lee drop-steps for two of her 11 points

Boys take home Championship
CHAMPIONSHIP from p. 1
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J. Wiggins ’06 is fouled hard by a Baltimore Lutheran School
defender during the 11th Annual Program & Senior Night.
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Achilles heal of the team, freethrow shooting, ended up being
a strength in this game; White,
Jon Gill ’06, and Clark combined for seven of nine on the
foul line to clinch the game. Ultimately, the Bruins won 67-60.
This year’s MIAA C Conference championship at Villa Julie
College was between #1 seed
Park School and #3 seed Annapolis Area Christian School.
This was a game of redemption for the Bruins. Odds were
in Park’s favor, but the team
did not take the matter lightly.
At the outset, AACS took
the lead but Park was not fazed.
The Bruins answered every shot
and took the lead for the first
time three minutes into the first
quarter. Spurred on by a boisterous crowd, Park mounted an
even greater lead and increased
it each quarter. Brooks, who had
sprained his ankle in the semi-final game, put forth a courageous
effort, adding 19 points and 10
rebounds. More importantly,

The Park School of Baltimore
Brooklandville, MD 21022
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Senior A. Brooks goes up strong to the basket in the C Conference Championship game against the AACS Eagles.

he presented a huge match-up
problem for the Eagles’ interior
defense, forcing AACS into early
foul trouble. White, in an MVPlike performance, also added 19
points and 10 rebounds. Like
Brooks, he was able to score at
will, knifing through the lane for
lay-ups and even adding a dunk
early on, which set the tempo
for the game. With this effort,
as well as his superior play
throughout the season, White
should be a strong candidate for
the MVP of the C Conference.
Park was winning at half,
33-21. The second half was a

testament to the Bruins’ defense
which held the Eagles to a measly 18 points. Clark, the floor
general of the team, led the resilient Bruin defense; his exemplary
lock down skills turned steals
into fast breaks. While the defense was stifling, the offense did
not sputter. Wiggins continued to
display his excellent three-point
shooting. Moreover, in the final three quarters of the game,
Park out scored AACS 45-25.
Ultimately, Park played its
best all around game of the year
and won 63 to 39 to bring home
the C Conference championship.

